Information, insights, and advice for ACS industry members

August 13, 2020

Cabot’s Jon Siddall (formerly with Dow) provides us with a wide-ranging, and thoughtful “What I Learned.” He has a unique and interesting take on all manners of issues surrounding chemists and chemical engineers. You won’t be bored.

Elsewhere, four Career Consultants share some thoughts on how to be a better mentor. This topic is important for many reasons, not the least of which because many of our ACS Boss Talk and What I Learned contributors have written about the consequential role of mentors to their career advancement.

In this issue’s On the Safe Side, Frankie Wood-Black reminds us that it’s important to reinforce positive safety practices. And when we encounter potentially unsafe practices? Frankie walks you through how to manage the situation with tact and something called ‘bystander intervention.’
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WHAT I LEARNED

Jon Siddall walks through his decision to change jobs late in his career, he tells us what he learned at The Dow Chemical Company and Cabot Corporation, the fundamentals of the “Nylon Problem”, his stance on sustainability, and more. Go to article

ON THE SAFE SIDE

Learn about the concept and essential elements of behavioral safety and how to approach a person that is not utilizing the suggested protections during the current public health situation. Go to article

CAREER CORNER

Ready to share your experiences with the next generation of chemists? Read ACS Career Consultants’ advice on how to be an effective mentor. Go to article
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ACS Virtual Career Day - Industry

Join ACS and Industry Member Programs for a live virtual event to advance your career. During this interactive event, chemical industry executives in the ACS community will offer career insights based on their experience. All attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions, engage with ACS Career Consultants, and network with peers. Find out more and register here.

Register for the ACS Fall 2020 Virtual Meeting & Expo!

There is still time to register for the ACS Fall 2020 Virtual Meeting & Exposition! Register and join chemistry professionals across the globe August 17 - 20 for Live Events, Broadcast Sessions featuring interactive video Q&A, On Demand Oral and Poster Presentations, Networking and Special Events, as well as a full Exposition. Check the Technical Program Preview to jump-start your virtual meeting experience and start planning! For more information, visit the official meetings pages to register, view the schedule, events, and discover valuable information to make your virtual meeting experience a success.

This Week From ACS Webinars: Community Protection Strategies for COVID-19, and the 3D Printing Revolution

Tune in to ACS Webinars for insights and ideas from our expert panelists! TODAY, join Robin Izzo of Princeton University and frequent Industry Matters contributor Frankie Wood-Black of Sophic Pursuits as they discuss protective equipment expectations, best practices for physical distancing, and ventilation considerations for both laboratory and public spaces on open campuses. Then Friday, August 14, tune in for a special rebroadcast about advances in 3D printing of polymer materials, in collaboration with the Materials Research Society. Did you miss a webinar or want to view one again? ACS members have exclusive access to our expansive library of recordings. Visit the webinar archives to catch up on the latest recordings.
Celebrating the Incomparable Mama Z!

This year marks Zaida Morales-Martínez’s 21st and final year as a Mentoring Consultant for the ACS Scholars Program, which awards college scholarships to minority students from groups underrepresented in the chemical sciences. Over the years, Zaida has demonstrated a deep personal commitment to countless ACS Scholars, motivating them to reach for the stars, while thoughtfully pairing them with dedicated mentors. Several of these students as well as others in the ACS family share their appreciation for their beloved “Mama Z” in this 3-minute video tribute. You, too, can celebrate "Mama Z" by making a donation to the ACS Scholars program in her honor at www.donate.acs.org/scholars.

Save $200 per Course with ACS Online Live

ACS Online Live offers live courses from esteemed instructors in the comfort of your own home! Meet live with an instructor over a period of weeks, with time built in between sessions to apply what you’ve learned and bring up more questions throughout the course period. Upcoming courses for August include Advanced Methods for the Innovation Pathway from a Chemical Concept to Industrial Production and Beaker to Barrel: Chemical Engineering for Chemists. Explore our full suite of Online Live courses and use code 'ONL2020' to save $200 per course!